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Summary of talk
Personality psychologists operationalize personality conceptions in inventories and questionnaires without exception

by using trait terms or behavioral expressions of trait terms with or without situational specifications. For the

situation part there is no accepted system of personality relevant situational descriptions that may be relied on for

coverage in questionnaire items. The aim is to provide a first step to fill this gap. Axiomatically put, personality is

about traits, traits are expressed through behavior in situations, and the communication about traits takes place

through language. For the construction of personality descriptive items, one main issue is which wordings should be

used for an optimal communication. A central statement that is put forward and that is given flesh by the data, is that

behavior and situations form specifications of traits. In accordance to this perspective different procedures were

followed to arrive at an economic description of the full situational domain. The final tentative result is in the form

of a “Situational Four”, which is proposed as a hypothetical model to describe the domain of situations under an

individual differences viewpoint. In the presentation psycholexical priciples are discussed, regarding both traits and

situations, recent findings are commented upon, and the relationship between traits and situations is discussed
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